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Advances in AI, particularly large language models (LLMs), can transform creative work. When developing a new idea, LLMs can
help designers gather information, find competitors, and generate alternatives. However, LLM responses tend to be long-winded or
contain inaccuracies, placing a burden on users to carefully synthesize information. In our formative studies with 52 students and five
instructors, we find that novice designers typically lack guidance on how to compose prompts, reflect critically on LLM responses, and
extract key information to help shape an idea. Building on these insights, we explore an alternative approach for interacting with
LLMs, not via chat, but rather through structured templates. Collaborative design templates are a well-established strategy for helping
novices think, organize information, and reflect on creative work. Developed as a digital whiteboard plugin, Jamplate integrates LLM
capabilities into design templates, streamlining the collection and organization of user-generated content and LLM responses within
the template structure. In a preliminary study with 8 novice designers, participants expressed that Jamplate’s reflective questions and
in-situ guidance improved their ability to think critically and improve ideas more effectively. We discuss the potential of designing
LLM-enhanced templates to instigate critical reflection.
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1 INTRODUCTION

From generating creative writing [42], to producing never-before-seen imagery [55, 64], to helping people write code
and perform data analysis, large language models (LLMs) have shown the potential to transform creative and complex
work [30, 42, 43, 53, 61]. However, to date, the most common paradigm for interacting with LLMs involves text-based
chat (i.e., ChatGPT[2], Bard[27], and Bing Chat[49]) which requires users to write specific prompts and organize the
information that gets returned. The chat-based paradigm for LLMs creates its own set of challenges: prompting becomes
its own skill that users must comprehend to generate appropriate responses from the LLM, and LLM outputs can be
long-winded, unorganized, and error-prone.
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For complex tasks, users often struggle with “prompt engineering", the process of authoring text “prompts" that can
be interpreted and understood by a generative AI model [25]. Writing effective LLM prompts can require significant
trial-and-error and expert strategies, such as creating a chain of prompts that work together [68, 69, 71]. To overcome
the challenges of chat-based LLMs, recent research has led to novel interfaces for assisting in the construction of
effective prompts [14, 34, 68]. One strategy has been to integrate LLMs directly into users’ existing workspaces to
provide in-situ assistance, such as within text editors [26, 42], coding IDEs [52, 61], and digital canvases [22, 51], to
name a few. An implicit goal is to reduce the gap between a user’s work context and the information provided by these
powerful models.

Beyond simply comprehending LLM outputs, creators need to engage in sensemaking and critical thinking to
integrate the provided information into their creative work. LLMs are not only hard to prompt, their chat-based outputs
are often long-winded and force users to read and scroll through paragraphs of text to find useful content [63]. To deal
with lengthy chat responses, other research has explored alternative paradigms to interact with LLMs, such as creating
node-link diagrams [35], hierarchical representations [9, 63], or multi-modal interactions [41, 64].

Furthermore, LLMs are known to hallucinate [33]. While this ambiguity can serve as inspiration for creativity [14],
designers also need information grounded in reality to effectively assess an idea’s constraints, competition, and potential.
Even if the accuracy of LLM responses improves, the results are not delivered in a way that induces meaningful reflection,
especially for novices who have not yet had enough opportunities to exercise their creativity thinking muscles.

To better understand the challenges of using chat-based LLMs to investigate and iterate on ideas, we ran formative
studies with n=5 design instructors and n=52 students. Instructors were interviewed about their perspectives on the use
of LLMs in design education. They were generally supportive of students using LLMs as a learning tool, as long as
students could demonstrate critical thinking around how they use the results. Students were asked to use ChatGPT to
conduct background research on their group design project concepts in a class assignment. Students reported finding
the information provided by LLMs useful for their ideation processes. However, through independent qualitative coding
of students’ reflection reports, we found little evidence of critical reflection regarding the LLM-generated information
or meaningful application for evolving their ideas.

To build on these insights and address challenges with the text-chat paradigm of LLMs, we explored the potential
impact of integrating LLMs into design templates. Design templates are a known strategy for organizing and reflecting
on information related to a creative process [50? ? ]. Integrating LLMs into interactive design templates has several
potential advantages: (1) templates provide context around the type of information the user is seeking, and therefore,
can compose contextually specific LLM prompts without burdening the user; (2) long LLM outputs can be parsed and
spatially arranged within templates, making the information easier to comprehend; and (3) the template’s structure not
only scaffolds how people should approach a problem, but it can also offer cues that help users reflect more deeply on
the information relayed by LLMs [44, 59].

To explore these potential advantages, we created a prototype called Jamplate as a plugin for FigJam (a digital
whiteboard canvas) to assist users in iterating on their ideas. Jamplate leverages the existing spatial arrangement of a
template to improve both the accuracy of LLM prompts and the presentation of LLM responses. Additionally, within
each cell of a template, users can request contextual guidance to help them reflect on the LLM responses, such as
questioning the information’s veracity or considering how it can shape their own ideas. After reflection, users are
always free to edit the LLM-provided content.

To demonstrate LLM-infused templates, we selected two commonly used design templates: Five Whys (5Ys) and
Competitive Analysis (CA). Both templates scaffold users to discover and organize information from the real world
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to shape an idea, giving us insights on how Jamplate can provide assistance across different stages of ideation. As an
example, Jamplate’s integration with the CA template allows users to request more competitors, add dimensions for
analysis, and summarize key comparative details within each cell of the matrix. In a preliminary study, we asked 8
design students to use Jamplate to work through a small design process using Jamplate’s 5Ys and CA templates. The
majority of participants found that LLM-generated reflective questions and in-situ guidance helped them think more
critically and improve their ideas. From the preliminary study results, we discuss the implications for interfacing with
LLMs and facilitating creative processes using interactive templates.

To summarize, we make the following contributions in this paper:

• Two formative studies aimed at understanding perspectives on LLM use in design education across instructors
(through expert interviews) and students (through an ideation assignment leveraging LLMs).

• An LLM-enhanced interactive template plugin prototype—Jamplate—informed by the formative study insights.
• A preliminary user evaluation showing the potentials and limitations on using LLM-empowered interactive
design templates.

2 RELATEDWORK

2.1 Supporting Critical Reflection in Creativity

Creativity is one of the most salient traits that indicate human intelligence [40, 62]. It is often regarded as a personality
trait, but can be broken down into processes [11, 12]. Schön [56] introduced the concept of “reflection-in-action"
suggesting that creativity can be learned. In particular, he highlights the importance of regular reflection for professional
designers to think critically as new information becomes available [56].

Fleck and Fitzpatrick [23] delineated different “levels of reflection” in their framework, suggesting techniques that
support different levels of reflective behavior. Within this framework, the R1 reflection level—indicative of foundational
reflective thinking—involves revisiting knowledge with explanations, and providing justifications or explanations for
knowledge. The R2 reflection level: “Exploring Relationships”, emphasizes discerning connections between pieces of
knowledge, promoting reflection by the use of techniques enabling the “seeing of things from multiple perspectives.”
While R2 reflection aims at forging links and adopting alternative views, the R3 reflection level gravitates towards
transformative reflection, modifying one’s initial standpoint to incorporate newly explored perspectives. The ultimate
reflective level, R4, refers to critical reflection about wider implications, entailing consideration of aspects beyond the
immediate context, and incorporating wider world implications. These levels of reflection inspire our work on how to
better facilitate designers to be reflective.

Critical thinking is defined as “reasonable reflective thiniking” [20], and often times creativity and critical thinking
are co-taught or inter-related [17, 58]. Critical thinking can be linked to an integral set of diverse skills—the ability to
analyze facts, generate and organize ideas, defend opinions, make comparisons, draw inferences, evaluate arguments,
solve problems [8, 40], as well as conduct reasonable reflective thinking focused on deciding what to believe or do
[19, 31]. Critical thinking happens at the higher-order levels, such as analysis, synthesis, and evaluation in Bloom’s
taxonomy [16, 38]. These include being able to compare one’s idea with others’, summarize lessons, and make decisions
based on evidence [16].

Professional designers often participate in activities that help them with these types of critical thinking in the creative
process, such as running Five Whys exercises to find out the root causes of a problem or conducting competitive
analyses to refine a solution [24, 29]. There are even templates designed around these activities that aim at facilitating
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critical thinking for designers at various levels, including novices, to achieve these goals or perform these tasks in a
more structured manner [21, 50]. In our study, we picked a Five Whys template and a Competitive Analysis template
as they are representative of different idea development stages (navigating problem and solution space respectively
according to the Double-Diamond Model) [11].

2.2 Leveraging Templates as Cognitive Scaffolds

Templates are one type of cognitive tool, defined as an instrument that supports learners’ cognitive processes [65].
They can be used in any form, e.g., computers, intelligent agents, etc. [13, 39]. These tools can help novices think more
independently or complete more cognitively-demanding tasks. Templates provide this cognitive support in two ways:
(1) Breaking down the work into smaller, more manageable tasks. For example, showing the intermediate steps can help
people formulate thoughts. Moreover, the templates also help break down otherwise unstructured information into a
more structured representation (schema) [21, 50]. For example, planning for sub goals can help people stay organized
better than working with an abstract goal or without clear guidance [15]. (2) Providing a spatial arrangement that
better organizes the information. This is especially helpful for novices when initially thinking about a complex problem.
[47, 48, 54]. On top of the information structure, these templates also have spatial layout and visual design so that
the hierarchy and relationships between pieces of information can be clearly understood [21, 50]. Showing hierarchy
and relationships of information is important in information design because it helps manage the cognitive load for
users [54].

However, the static nature of templates can still present some challenges for novices. For example, the need to
gather, chunk, and move large amounts of unstructured information matching the spatial hierarchy of templates can be
quite tedious [45]. Recent work has helped support parts of this process, such as helping users digest unstructured
information by organizing information into the right part [48]. We are interested in exploring whether integrating
LLMs can enhance the existing templates and help users comprehend LLM responses more easily and critically.

2.3 Integrating LLMs into Templates

Many creativity support tools have incorporated the generative power of LLMs. For example, in the ideation space, Idea
Machine uses generated texts to help expand, rewrite, and combine ideas [14]. Wordcraft generates text snippets for co-
writing stories from Google’s LLM LAMBDA and allows writers to request the writing with elaboration, replacement, or
rewrite more specific feedback [70]. SAGA and CreativeBot support collaborative storytelling between multiple humans
or children-robot using GPT-3 [18, 57]. PromptMaker [34] allows non-ML experts, like designers, prototype machine
learning functionalities. Multimodal approaches have also been explored combining visuals with LLM-generated output
to complete more complex tasks. PopBlends uses GPT-3 to find the most associated trait from pop culture to a product
and blend concepts to create memes [67]. Stylette uses natural language to style webpages [37].

Experienced designers may have started embracing LLMs and integrating them into their creative process, but we
know little about how instructors and students approach LLMs for design education. This motivates our formative
studies that inform the design of our prototype where we embed LLM prompting and responses within the structural
scaffolding of a template.
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PID Department Gender PBL Teaching Experience
P1 Cognitive Science M 3 years
P2 Cognitive/Computer Science M 23 years
P3 Communication F 5 times
P4 Computer Science F 3 years
P5 Business M 20 years

Table 1. We recruited five college design instructors from various department affiliations, all of whom have years of experience
teaching project-based learning courses.

3 FORMATIVE STUDIES

To better understand how to best integrate LLMs more broadly into creative processes and design education, our
formative studies aim to understand: (1) How do instructors think about the use of LLMs in their design classes? (2)
How do students use LLMs (ChatGPT in particular) without much scaffolding to reflect on their creative ideas?

3.1 Method

We aimed to understand the the potential and practices of embracing LLMs and integrate them into current design
education both from the perspective of instructors and students. We first conducted an expert interview study with n=5
university professors in HCI/Design who have experience teaching project-based learning (PBL) courses to understand
educators’ perspective (Table 1). We interviewed instructors on what they believed to constitute great project ideas
and their attitudes towards students’ increasing use of LLMs in course assignments. The interviews lasted between
30 minutes to an hour. We then conducted a qualitative study with n=52 design students on their experience using
ChatGPT to assist their brainstorming process in a project-based class. Students in a start-up course had a total of
two weeks to complete an assignment, where they brainstormed ten start-up ideas, conducted web searches on them,
selected three ideas to further explore with ChatGPT, and finally wrote a reflection report on their experience using
ChatGPT to improve their ideas.

Using the reflexive thematic analysis method [6], we summarized the major topics of interests from instructors, how
students prompted ChatGPT to research their brainstormed project ideas, and analyzed the students’ reflections on
their experiences. We analyzed how students used ChatGPT from the prompts and what students described to be useful
in their reflection reports. In total, n=52 students generated 674 prompts. Two coders first merged the prompts using
overlapping keywords, then categorized similar ones into the same category (Table 2). This resulted in a final set of
codes including 15 topics within 7 higher level categories. Two coders then independently coded the prompts, reaching
an initial concordance rate of 81.1%, and later discussed the inconsistent coding to reach a full agreement. In total, we
assigned 804 codes to 674 prompts.

3.2 Findings

3.2.1 LLMs were Useful for Learning New Information and Assessing Ideas. In contrast to the idea that creativity is
essential for novel ideas, in the pedagogical context, all professors mentioned that creativity was not as important as
being able to think critically about the problem. All professors also mentioned that often when students struggled to
deliver meaningful projects, it was a result of lacking the necessary understanding of the root cause of the problem.
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Category Topic Definition Sample Prompt #

Novelty Ask how novel is their idea and how to do to make their ideas more novel,
best way to do something; something that is unique, never done before, new
idea

“How novel is this idea?” 165

Competition (298) Similarity Ask for similar features, ideas, to get inspiration, looking at competitors “Could you list any existing similar ideas to my idea?” 77

Competitor Look for other competitors or features they have, differences among them “Who would be the biggest competitors of my idea?” 44

Business Look for business models, financials, management, marketing “How should I advertise this application?” 12

Impact Identify the potential design impact “How big will the impact be for my idea?” 60

Impact (127) Usefulness Ask for the best way to do something, or be helpful “How useful is this idea?” 44

Successful Ask how successful their ideas are or how to do become more successful,
encompassing novelty, feasible, usefulness

“How successful do you think this idea will be?” 23

Concern (110)

Feedback Ask for opinion between two options, yes/no, is this good? Ask for verification,
positives and negatives

“What would a potential user say about my idea and how likely
is he or she going to be interested in this developed application
if it becomes a startup?”

56

Issue Ask for problems with design or idea, problem “Are there any possible issues you can think of?” 54

Ideation (105)
Idea
Expansion

Ask ChatGPT to expand on their ideas, features, or building off their ideas,
according to the instructions by participants

“What are some gaps of features in these apps that I could add
to my idea?”

97

Feature Discuss details within one specific feature “What are themost important features to consider formy idea?” 8

Stakeholder (95)
Potential User Ask about potential users, includes users that are clearly stated or unknown “Where to find potential users for my idea?” 75

Need
Analysis

Ask questions before ideation, focusing on finding the underlying issue “What are some reasons people have trouble reading long pas-
sages on their phones?”

20

Fact (36) Factual
Information

Description of something, factual answer, or something one would get out of
a traditional web search

“What do your eyes do when you space out when reading?” 36

Feasibility (33) Feasibility Within time, material, monetary, technological constraints “Can I use AI to help develop sounds for music production?” 33

Table 2. The research team came up with seven categories and 15 sub-categories to code 674 prompts generated by 52 students. A
total of 804 codes were assigned.

Some potential reasons they mentioned included that students may be lacking in their understanding of background
knowledge (P1), previous and existing ideas (P2), social responsibility (P3), and real user needs (P4, P5).

From analyzing students’ chat history with ChatGPT for their idea iteration assignment, a considerable amount (298
out of 674) of prompts were coded as understanding the competitive advantages of students’ ideas (“Competition” in
Fig. 1). Students mostly used ChatGPT to ensure that their ideas were unique and asked for more information on how
to improve their existing idea. The next most common type of code (127 out of 674) involved students asking for further
information about the market space and how likely their ideas were to be successful as a start-up (“Impact” in Fig. 1).

Though these were common prompts, we wanted to further understand whether students actually found the responses
useful. We analyzed students’ reflection reports, and found that overall prompts related to understanding competitive
advantages, such as those that included words like “competitor", “novelty", or “similarity", were indeed deemed more
useful than all other categories combined (Fig. 1).

3.2.2 The Importance (and Lack) of Critical Thinking About LLM-generated Content When Using LLMs in Learning.

During our interviews, all professors emphasized the importance of students demonstrating critical thinking when
utilizing LLM-generated content in their process. Some showed more openness to adopting such tools and even
designed assignments specifically instructing students to use AI tools (P2, P4). Others were most concerned about the
accountability of students (P1, P3), or how over-reliance on these tools would impede the students’ own learning (P5).
But as long as students used AI in ways that benefited their learning (meaning not taking the information directly from
the generated answer), the professors were open to them using these tools during assignments.

LLMs showed promising results when helping users reflect on their ideas. Most of the participants chose to expand
on their ideas after interacting with ChatGPT, suggesting that ChatGPT gave them inspiration to further expand on
their ideas, providing additional features that they thought were useful enough to be adopted into their final idea.
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Fig. 1. Number of participants that mentioned each prompt (and the percentage who felt the strategy was useful) in their reflection
report. The data rows are ranked by the percentages of people who felt the prompt strategy was useful.

Most of the ideas were improved (including “Expand Feature”, “Position Idea”, “Polish Language”, “Elaborate Details”,
“Transform Idea”) (Table 3) after using ChatGPT and only a few ideas (n=19) were preserved by the participants as their
original ideas without any changes. We saw that ChatGPT generally affirmed or encouraged participants’ original ideas,
often through giving advice on how to improve or add to their idea, and almost never provided negative feedback or
critique. This potentially influenced students’ tendencies to keep the same direction of their original ideas and only
make minor improvements instead of drastically changing the direction of their ideas.

Instead of iterating, a few students instead chose not to further improve upon their existing ideas—resulting in
either making no changes (n=19), or completely changing directions (n=1). We looked specifically at those entries and
compared the prompts and reflections of each student to see if there were any significant findings that would cause this
behavior. We saw that most of the participants who preserved their ideas received advice that they deemed useful from
ChatGPT (as communicated in their reflection). Some potential reasons for for these decisions to not incorporate the
advice into their original ideas may be due to falsely believing their ideas were viable, or just lacking motivation on the
assignment.

Even though ChatGPT responses influenced the ideas in these ways, few students evaluated the content critically
explaining why is it good to integrate parts of the responses in their iterated ideas.

Idea Change Definition #

Expand Feature Participant adds new features and ideas or refine existing features. 65

Polish Language Participant refines and improves the language or presentation of their ideas. 52

Elaborate Details Participant adds factual details, such as providing more background information or highlighting potential benefits of their ideas. 42

Target User Participant focuses on a more concrete target participant or participant scenario for their ideas. It helps to define and contextualize the idea within specific
participant contexts.

37

Implement Idea Participant adds more realistic and logistical implementation details or actionable plans to consider when implementing their ideas. 24

Position Idea Participant suggests marketing strategies or articulates the differences between their idea and existing ideas. It helps them position their idea in the market. 20

Preserve Idea Participant decides to make little to no change to their idea. 19

Transform Idea Participant drastically changes their idea. 1

Table 3. Distribution of the types of idea changes that occurred
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Fig. 2. Problems (left) and strategies (right) students mentioned encountering and using in their reflection report, sorted by the
number of participants that mentioned each element.

3.2.3 The Limitations of LLMs for Supporting Critical Thinking. We identified ten issues that students encountered when
using ChatGPT for idea improvement (Table 4). Some of the problems encountered can be easily tackled by participants:
We coded issues as "Uninformed" if ChatGPT lacked up-to-date information. In response, three participants mentioned
the use of manual verification to confirm ChatGPT’s response (“Verification”) and two participants mentioned the
use of human discretion to judge the results (“Discernment”). For the "Superficial" problem where ChatGPT generates
generic and surface-level answers, four participants mentioned they asked more questions to refine ChatGPT’s answers
(“Refinement”), two participants asked more specific prompts to get more precise information (“Specificity”), and
one chose to add forcing prompts to make ChatGPT respond appropriately (“Manipulation”). When faced with the
situation of ChatGPT being "Indecisive", two participants chose to add prompts to force ChatGPT to make a decision
(“Manipulation”), and one used human discernment to parse through the information themselves and make the decision
on their own (“Discernment”).

Other problems were harder for students to manually address without other resources: For the limitations of ChatGPT
being "Repetitive" in its answers and giving "Impractical" advice, none of the student mentioned any strategies indicating
that it was a problem that could be manually solved by users, but is related to the competence of ChatGPT. Similarly,
for the limitation of giving "Irrelevant" and "Uncreative" information, only one person mentioned a potential strategy
(“Specificity”), whereas most students were unable to generate strategies to better manage these aspects of the ChatGPT
responses.

Perceived
Limitation

# of Participants
Mentioned this
Problem

% of Participants
Mentioned this
Problem

Strategies to Overcome
Limitations

# of Participants who
Utilized Strategies to

Combat this Limitation

Impractical 2 3.9% NA 0
Inaccurate 3 5.9% Verification (1) 1
Biased 3 5.9% Verification (1) 1
Indecisive 3 5.9% Manipulation(2); Discernment (1) 3
Irrelevant 6 11.8% Manipulation(1) 1
Repetitive 6 11.8% NA 0
Uninformed 7 13.7% Verification (3); Discernment (2) 5
Uncreative 8 15.7% Specificity (1) 1
Superficial 9 17.3% Refinement (4); Specificity (2);

Manipulation(1)
7

Table 4. Mapping of each limitation mentioned in student reflection to the specific strategies mentioned to address the limitation,
sorted by the percentage of students that mentioned the limitation.
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3.3 Design Takeaways

In summary, our formative studies suggested that ChatGPT was effective in providing background information and
competitive advantages to users’ ideas, but users did not show much critical thinking of their problems or the generated
responses. We foresee the potential mutual benefits of integrating LLMs into learning templates for novices: (1) LLMs
could make it easier for users to locate relevant information needed for a template (2) templates can hide away the messy
details of prompt engineering and provide a better way of presenting information than the typical chat interaction, and
(3) LLM-enhanced templates could also instigate meta-cognitive behaviors by embedding questions that help learners
reflect on the accuracy and value of information that goes beyond what static templates or ChatGPT can do alone.

To better understand these potential benefits, we wanted to explore how to do this integration for a small subset
of representative templates. We purposefully looked for existing templates that encouraged users’ critical thinking
and enabled them to assess the competitive advantages of their own ideas. From the example template gallery across
related design platforms [21, 50], we selected two common templates—“Five Whys (5Ys)" and “Competitive/Competitor
Analysis (CA)"–as representative design probes to explore in-situ LLM assistance for reflective thinking. Both templates:
(1) offer common frameworks for gathering and synthesizing external information from the world, (2) require critical
thinking (e.g., comparing and contrasting information) in order to help people reflect and improve their own ideas, and
(3) provide different spatial arrangements and levels of complexity which helps to illustrate the potential benefits of
leveraging the templates’ layouts to conduct precise prompt engineering and to present results in an organized manner.
The 5Ys template encourages individuals to think critically and delve deep into the root causes of an issue and usually
offers a linear approach. The CA template is two-dimensional and organizes data to more easily relate one’s own idea
to those of potential competitors.

Based on findings from the formative study (Section 3), we identified several design guidelines for designing our
plugin prototype within the FigJam digital canvas:

DG1 Template Integration: Leverage the existing layout of expert-designed templates as cognitive scaffolds to help
users comprehend LLM responses easily

DG2 Precision Prompting: Offload the prompt engineering task by more precisely prompting LLMs, based on the
workflow status and the template’s context.

DG3 Reflection Catalyst: Provide a range of reflection opportunities within the workflow to assist novices in
critically thinking about their ideas and the information in context.

4 JAMPLATE SYSTEM

Here we describe how the above design goals (Section 3.3) are translated into a feature framework for LLM-enhanced
templates.

(1) Template Integration: We leverage the existing template design and map the internal information structure of
LLM responses to the template’s information hierarchy, linking it to aspects such as the nodes’ types, colors, and
locations in the templates. This method prevents any single node or component from having overwhelmingly
long text, thus enabling users to more easily digest shorter information snippets.

(2) Precision Prompting: The prompts are tailored to the user’s current step in the workflow, which is detected by
the template component they are interacting with. Jamplate’s design and prompts necessitate intermittent user
interaction to initiate additional LLM response requests. This approach aims to segment prompt engineering
tasks based on the template workflow, rather than requiring extensive information to fill all components at once.
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(3) Reflection Catalyst: We provide in-situ assistance to stimulate thought on incorporating elements of LLM
responses into users’ ideas, fostering reflection during this process. Furthermore, reflection questions embedded
in the template support novices in critically examining their thoughts and the contextual information.

We applied these features to two widely used templates for ideation: Five Whys (5Ys) (Section 4.1) and Competitive
Analysis (CA) (Section 4.2).

The research team first scraped1 JSON objects from the platform’s default 5Ys and CA template, labeled the key
components and their parameters for simplicity, then mapped the JSON objects by type, color, and relative coordinates,
deciding on the interaction associated with each based on their function in the workflow.

Jamplate was built using the FigJam Plugin API2, Firebase for storing data, Python Flask for a back-end server, and
OpenAI’s API to access a large language model (GPT-4) [1]. The system first sends requests from the FigJam interface
to the Flask server, and then the server prompts the OpenAI API (sample prompts available at B) and receives and
processes responses before returning them to the Jamplate front end. All user interactions in the interface and the
queries were recorded in the database. Jamplate also persistently monitors the users’ changes to the template content
and always uses up-todate information when prompting the LLM.

4.1 Integrating LLMs into the Five Whys Template

The Five Whys (5Ys) template is a method for scaffolding a root cause analysis around a particular problem [24]. By
repeatedly asking the question “Why” (typically five times), the nature of the problem as well as its solution becomes
clearer. This iterative interrogative technique is designed to explore the cause-and-effect relationships underlying a
particular problem. For example, the process begins with an initial problem for users to further explore (e,g,. Many
people find it hard to meet their fitness goal.) Typically, the default question simply asks “Why?” and then the user
provides an answer that largely depends on the the user’s existing knowledge and interpretation. Jamplate enhances
this approach by offering reflective questions based on the users’ responses, prompting them to think more deeply
about the underlying causes of the problems (Fig. 3).

First, users input an initial problem into the the top-left red box in the 5Ys template (Fig. 3a). Then, Jamplate analyzes
the problem and presents a reflective question to the users in the first blue box (Fig. 3b). Users then respond to the
question in the red box that follows (Fig. 3c). Once done, users can click the “Get Next GPT Prompt” button (Fig. 3d).
This cycle repeats five times, leading users through guided inquiry and critical thinking. After their final response,
Jamplate amalgamates all the user-provided thoughts to deduce the root cause of the initial problem (Fig. 3e). Users
retain the autonomy to review, adapt, or reject LLM responses at each step in the process of analyzing the root cause.

4.1.1 Template Integration (DG1). The layout of the 5Ys template showcases a one-directional flow in a staircase-like
shape, beginning with the top-left dark red box stating the initial problem. From there, Jamplate fetches this input
and poses a “Why” question in the subsequent blue box, prompting users to reflect and articulate their thoughts in
the following light red box. This interaction, where the system offers reflective queries based on user input and then
waits for their response, repeats five times, facilitating deeper exploration into the problem’s underlying causes. After
this iterative process, the system deduces the root cause of the original problem, presenting its conclusion in the final
dark red box, based on both the initial problem and the five user responses. This spatial organization, beyond its visual

1https://www.figma.com/developers/api#get-file-nodes-endpoint
2https://www.figma.com/plugin-docs/api/api-reference/
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appeal, offers an intuitive progression, guiding users through their reflective journey while consistently signposting
their advancement.

4.1.2 Precision Prompting (DG2). Leveraging the template’s structure and information enables more precise prompting
from the LLMs. Thus, all the “Why” questions posed by the LLMs are derived from the context of the template, specifically
users’ input in the red boxes. Such LLM-generated questions spur users to reflect upon the initial problem while keeping
all prior answers in consideration, broadening and deepening their exploration. For all content entered into a red
box—whether it is the primary problem statement or subsequent answers (Fig. 3a,c)—LLMs generate a subsequent “Why”
question response in the blue boxes. These responses: (1) summarize users’ input while also pointing out potential
shortcomings, offering reflections, examples, or alternative perspectives, and then (2) lead with a “Why” question,

Fig. 3. The 5Ys template includes (a) the top-left red box encompassing the initial problem statement, (b) the reflective questions in
the blue boxes generated by LLMs by feeding in the content from above red boxes, (c) users type out a response to the LLM generated
questions in the red boxes. Once done, users can click (d) the “Get Next GPT Prompt” button, which will send the content from all
prior red boxes to the LLM API to generate another question in the next open blue box, and so on, repeating five times. After their
final response, Jamplate amalgamates all the user-provided thoughts to deduce (e) a root cause of the initial problem, which the user
can further edit, if desired.
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guiding users to think about the (other) factors leading to the problem (Fig. 3b). During this interaction, the LLM will
avoid merely rephrasing users’ inputs. It will ask 5 questions in total, waiting for users’ responses after each one. After
the user fields and responds to five such questions, the LLM concisely summarizes the root problem based on the five
responses and the initial issue (Fig. 3e). The overall goal of these LLM responses is to foster critical thinking about the
root cause of the primary problem.

4.1.3 Reflection Catalyst (DG3). In the context of the 5Ys template, LLM reflection questions were crafted to facilitate
the user’s critical thinking in relation to the initial problem. Inspired by Fleck and Fitzpatrick [23]’s work, we construct
our reflection questions along the various reflection levels. Through analytical summaries of user responses—like
highlighting potential shortcomings or suggesting alternate interpretations—the LLM questions steer users towards
revisiting their prior insights critically (R1 level) and considering the problem from varied perspectives (R2 level). For
instance, if a user answers a question about why students struggle to maintain healthy sleep schedules by saying,
“Because students want good GPAs and to maintain good relationships with others. People tend to prioritize short-term

goals over long-term goals. Health concerns become tangible only when they’re severe,” an LLM reflective question can
respond with, “While high GPA aspirations and social ties can overshadow sleep, neglecting sleep might hinder cognitive

function, crucial for academic success. Why then do potential long-term sleep deprivation repercussions fail to sway student

behavior?”

4.2 Integrating LLMs into the Competitor Analysis template

Competitive analysis is a strategic method used to evaluate a new concept against the strengths and weaknesses of
potential competitors within the market landscape. This analysis explores opportunities and threats, alongside insights
on potential competitors. A traditional Competitor Analysis (CA) template gives an overview of a user’s new idea and
compares it with a small number of competitors along a fixed set of comparative dimensions (e.g. the “Unique Value
Proposition”, ”Advantages”, and ”Disadvantages”) (Fig. 4a). Jamplate supports users in comparing and contrasting their
own ideas with competitors’ ideas by automatically populating each cell of the template with information gleaned from
the LLM pipeline. Moreover, Jamplate allows users to review and modify each cell and provides reflective questions to
help users think critically about the information and how it relates to their idea. Users can click the “Add Competitor”
button to request more competitors (Fig. 4b), click the “Add New Comparing Dimension” button to create more columns
for comparison, (Fig. 4c), or click on any other sticky notes to see an embedded reflection question to help users consider
the veracity and implications of the LLM-generated information on their own idea (Fig. 4d).

4.2.1 Template Integration (DG1). The CA template employs a structured spatial layout to systematically present and
compare a user’s idea with potential competitors. The first column presents users’ ideas and brief descriptions of three
competitor ideas, followed by columns detailing unique value propositions, advantages, and disadvantages of the user’s
idea and the competitors (Fig. 4a). Users can easily expand their analysis by adding new competitors at the bottom of
the first column, or introducing comparing dimensions at the end of the first row.

4.2.2 Precision Prompting (DG2). Jamplate’s CA template integration employs precise contextual prompting by taking
users’ brainstormed ideas as input, prompting the LLM to identify three relevant competitors. Jamplate subsequently
integrates this information into a table-like template layout. The prompts ensures that the competitors generated by
LLM are authentic and highly relevant to the user’s original idea (see B). This eliminates the need for users to search
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Fig. 4. The CA template includes: (a) information in the template table: overview, unique value, advantages, and disadvantages of
one’s own ideas and three competitors, and enables users to request (b) more competitors, (c) add more dimensions for comparison
analysis, and once once any sticky note is clicked, (d) pop up reflection prompts in Jamplate comprising summarizing insights in both
horizontal and vertical directions, incorporating competitors’ concepts to refine one’s ideas, and verifying the LLM-generated content
within the template.

for competitors manually or keep returning to ChatGPT for each part of the comparison analysis. The prompts are also
customized based on the context of its position in the table, e.g., advantages, etc.

4.2.3 Reflection Catalyst (DG3). Jamplate’s floating plugin window (Fig. 5) provides contextual questions that aim to
help users reflect on the veracity of LLM information and to reconsider their own idea when doing the competitive
analysis.

Based on Fleck and Fitzpatrick [23]’s framework, Jamplate aims to help people to reflect on their knowledge with
explanation and justification (R1 level), to “see more things” from multiple viewpoints (R2 level), and to transform their
thoughts during the idea comparison process (R3 level). For example, the feature where users can add competitors helps
people discover competing ideas (R2) and compare them to their own idea along several dimensions (R1).

While the traditional template only provides three comparative dimensions for contrasting one’s ideawith competitors,
Jamplate allows users to add dimensions, supporting Fleck’s notion of seeing new perspectives (R2) [23]. Users can add
these comparative dimensions as they discover new information and develop their competitive analysis. Jamplate first
prompts the LLM to ask for other ways to compare the competitors (e.g., privacy setting, cost, UI design) based on the
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Fig. 5. The reflection questions in the CA Template Plugin include: (a) What’s the takeaway of this competitor/column?, (b) How does
this (competitor) compare to my idea?, and (c) How can I apply this competitor to inform my ideas? Users can click on the question
and see an LLM generated answer intended to help users reflect.

attributes of their idea and the competitors. Users can select one or more of the new dimensions and this automatically
adds new columns and fills in information for each competitor.

Furthermore, Jamplate offers a feature where users can click anywhere on the template to see an embedded reflection
question to help them refine and enhance their own ideas. For example, clicking on a competitor in the matrix might
provide the following reflection: “How does (the competitor) compare to your idea?”, or clicking on a comparative
dimension asks users to reflect on “How does your idea distinguish itself in terms of (this dimension)?” Upon selecting
these questions, LLM-generated responses are promptly displayed in the Jamplate plugin window (Fig. 5b,c). These
reflective, in-situ questions aim to enable users to juxtapose their ideas with competitors on specific dimensions in an
intuitive manner. This facilitates both seeing more things (R2) and, possibly, transforming one’s ideas (R3). Ultimately,
Jamplate aims to help users improve their original idea after completing the CA exercise.

5 USER STUDY

To delve into the potential advantages of spatial arrangement and metacognitive scaffolding in conjunction with
contextual LLM assistance, we conducted a qualitative user study (n=8). This study aims to evaluate the efficacy and
usability of Jamplate, our in-situ LLM plugin, in aiding idea reflection in the context of ideation, and to understand
the participants’ experience and feedback for improvement. We were interested in how the contextual LLM-driven
scaffolding influences user engagement and reflection in these templates and to ascertain how users integrate the
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LLM responses into their critical thinking processes. We hypothesized that the in-situ guidance offered by Jamplate,
particularly when integrated into the templates, would be considered valuable by users, fostering a deeper, more
reflective ideation experience.

5.1 Participants

We recruited a group of 8 participants (20 to 22 years old; 6 females) from varying backgrounds and varying experience
with both design thinking as well as design tools. Regarding design thinking experience, 4 of them had never previously
engaged in any design thinking activities, 3 had a little exposure, and 1 was comfortable with the process. As for the
tool familiarity, 4 were unaware of Figma/FigJam, with 2 having used it minimally, 1 having used it many times, and 1
having only seen it being used.

5.2 Study Protocol

The user study sessions were conducted remotely via Zoom. Participants were introduced to the background and
purpose of the study first, and they were asked to complete a demographic survey and read the consent form. After the
researcher obtained their consent to this study, participants were introduced to the basic usage of FigJam, a digital
whiteboard tool. Before delving into the tasks, the researcher briefly introduced the 5Ys and CA exercises, guided
participants through Jamplate’s features, and then engaged them in specific tasks to gauge their experiences.

5.2.1 Introduction and Familiarization with FigJam (~10 minutes). Upon completion of the survey, participants were
asked about their familiarity with digital whiteboard tools like FigJam. Those unfamiliar with these platforms were
given a brief tutorial of FigJam introducing them to basic functionalities such as creating sticky notes, organizing the
information in sticky notes, and navigating around and zooming in and out of the canvas. For those who were already
familiar with FigJam, we quickly walked them through these basic functionalities as a refresher.

5.2.2 5Ys Exercise (~20 minutes). Participants were introduced to the 5Ys exercise and its purpose of uncovering the
root cause of problems. Participants were presented with a choice of three problem statements and completing the 5Ys
exercise in Jamplate. The exercise prompted participants to critically think about their chosen problem, guided by the
LLM-populated reflective questions. The goal was for the participant to trace back to the root cause of a given problem,
culminating in their own synthesized conclusion on it.

5.2.3 CA Exercise (~30 minutes). Following the 5Ys exercise, participants had a deeper understanding of the problem
and the cause. They were asked to brainstorm and write down solutions for their dissected problem. They were
then introduced to the CA exercise. They were presented with a CA template and instructed to utilize it to compare
their solution with LLM-populated competitors. Jamplate’s functionalities were highlighted, and participants were
encouraged to utilize Jamplate’s reflective questions for a richer analysis. Through guided tasks, they were asked to
identify the similarities between their ideas and competitors’, learnings from the CA, opportunities they could use to
improve their ideas, and finally, write down the improved version of their initial ideas. The end goal for them was to
refine their initial brainstormed solutions using the insights gained from the comparative analysis.

5.2.4 Post-Survey and Interview (~30 minutes). Upon completion of the tasks, participants were directed to fill out
feedback surveys on their experiences with both the 5Ys and CA templates using Jamplate compared to how they would
normally perform without it. These surveys comprised of questions evaluating the quality of system responses, the
influence of the tool on participants’ critical thinking processes, the cognitive load of the task, the quality of their
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new problem statement (or new solution ideas), and the usability of Jamplate [3, 10, 28, 36]. This was followed by an
in-depth interview, where participants were probed about their overall experiences, their thought processes, the impact
of system-provided questions, the influence of spatial layout, and any challenges they encountered. This provided an
understanding of their interaction with the tools and gathered insights into the nuances of their ideation process. The
feedback collected from the survey and the interview was pivotal in assessing the tool’s potential and identifying areas
for future enhancement.

5.3 Study Results

Overall, participants reported that Jamplate elicited critical thinking and helped them develop their ideas (Fig. 6).
Participants were able to reflect on their ideas throughout the process.

5.3.1 Jamplate Elicits Critical Thinking and Reflection. Jamplate was reported to both help narrow down and expand
thinking. P6 and P8 expressed that Jamplate’s reflections helped them think more deeply about the proposed problem.
When P6 faced the problem of addressing students’ unhealthy sleep schedules (“Many students struggle to maintain a
healthy sleep schedule while managing academic and social commitments.”), they mentioned how Jamplate guided
their thinking to be more in-depth.

“I actually think it’s very useful because it’s always step by step, and also break[s] down the problem in

a deeper way. It goes from a superficial level to a deeper level: from the beginning, it’s just academic and
social commitment, and then it goes to the psychological aspect (about personal resilience, and fears about
perceived incompetence).” —P6

P5 mentioned that Jamplate broke down the problem framing process and helped them think more comprehensively
and concretely about the problem.

“It’s kind of a narrowing down process, and breaking down the question into different aspects. For the first
one or two ‘Whys’, I’m just putting down my overall thinking about the question. But then, after reading

Fig. 6. Participants’ survey responses after experiencing Jamplate for both completing the 5Ys and CA exercises. These graphs show
participants’ responses to questions relating to two groups: (left) their evaluation of the quality of their final problem (in 5Ys, top) and
solution (in CA, bottom), and (right) how well Jamplate facilitated their critical thinking during these ideation stages.
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the prompt, I was able to think more about the internal versus external factors, and more specific, like
motivations and prioritizing, those kind of (factors).” —P5

P5’s assigned initial problem was: “Students constantly struggle to manage their time effectively and keep up with
coursework,” and the LLM responses inspired them to consider the external pressure (e.g., responsibilities), and internal
factors (e.g., individual time management skills) of the initial problem.

5.3.2 Reflection Encouraged by Jamplate Helps Develop Users’ Ideas. Jamplate was consistently reported as building
on and elaborating users’ ideas, rather than creating new conversations. Several (3) participants mentioned that the
questions guided them to think more concretely about their present idea. For example, P2’s initial answer to the problem
of students’ unhealthy sleep schedule was students lacking discipline. Then Jamplate asked “Why did students lack
discipline?” and P2 perceived it as a kind of affirmation. Upon answering with “having poor exercise and exposure to
blue light can affect sleep quality,” Jamplate asked the question—“Why do students have that?”—again which made
them be concrete about their answers.

“Those questions (generated from LLMs) were reflected and elaborated on my responses. It built off my

response and it’s forcing me to get specific in regards to the problem. The more general the answer, the more

specific it wants the question to be.” —P2

P1 described that it helped to confirm their idea and used specific words that they did not think of (but close to what
they described), enabling them to reframe their thoughts.

“[The prompted question from Jamplate] used specific words in the questions that I didn’t use in my
previous responses. It helps me think about specific aspects of the problem and address it and reframe the
solution.” —P1

When P1 answered the initial problem “Students constantly struggle to manage their time effectively and keep up with
coursework”, they had an answer that “(students) have a lot of commitments on their plates and may procrastinate.”
The LLM responded “Why might students have so many commitments that they’re finding it difficult to prioritize their
coursework?”, the phrasing “prioritize their coursework” inspired P1 and guided them to think about these factors. This
both helped make theie previously rather vague idea of “procrastinating” more concrete, and also gave them additional
directions to consider.

Similarly, P3 also reported that they would have pursued a different angle, but the system’s responses pointed out an
idea that they had not initially considered and in fact was rather dissimilar from what they had proposed in the previous
conversations. P3 was also assigned to the problem around students struggling to maintain healthy sleep schedules.

“I would have gone towards a different path with this whole initial issue of sleep. I think I would have
gone into time management, responsibility and other stuff. It helped me think about the things that I wasn’t

initially thinking about, like the school policies (such as scheduling of exams or classes). It helped me
think about that and how that could be an impact on the initial problem of sleep management.” —P3

Most participants also expressed that Jamplate saved them time in gathering information in areas such as the
takeaway and disadvantages of other competitors. This allowed participants to focus their time on thinking more deeply
about their ideas and to consider how they would use any additional information to elaborate on their idea.

P5 mentioned how they used the information to think deeply and elaborate on their ideas when doing competitive
analysis.
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“There are two factors that actually help me to analyze and think about the question. The first one is the
competitor’s advantages because I feel like this part helped me to get the key competitiveness of each
competitor and help[ed] me to think about how to integrate their ideas into my own idea. And then the
second factor was the ‘main takeaway’ provided by the plugin (in-situ reflective questions) because I feel
like that information help me to get the gist of each competitor and help me to think about, how can I solve
this problem from different perspectives.” —P5

P5’s initial idea was about helping individuals find the best lifestyle and teaching them necessary time management
skills. Inspired from the competitors’ advantages, P5 refined their idea by incorporating features like visualizing the
time usage for every task, offering a reward system for staying focused, and managing time into their final idea.

5.3.3 Jamplate’s Spatial Layout Helps Users Structure Process and Relate Ideas. We saw evidence that thehe spatial
layout of Jamplate implies the hierarchy and relationships between pieces of information, did in fact provide unique
advantages over solely chat-based LLMs.

The chatbot interaction paradigm is not only linear but also open-ended without a clear expectation of the upcoming
conversation structure. In contrast, several (3) participants pointed out that the boxes and colors in Jamplate templates
suggested where to fill-in and what to expect for the whole interaction experience. P4 mentioned that “the structure (a
red box after a blue box) keeps going and is really clear about which box I should answer”. Given the interactionin the
5Ys template is rather linear, we expected the spatial layout to have relatively minimal impact (among template options).
However, participants expressed otherwise, as P1 suggests, the staircase layout in the template visually symbolized the
answer going deeper.

“Instead of just a straight line with different questions on the same level, it gave me a visual indication or a

sign that the questions getting deeper as I going down the steps.” —P1

For the CA template, spatial layout is even more important because the templates contain more information and
dimensions than the 5Ys templates. The structure of the CA templates easily broke down long paragraphs information.
All participants appreciated the grid layout and how they were able to easily compare, contrast, and stay organized
because of this format. Many (5) participants mentioned that the organization of the template layout was useful for
structuring how they thought about advantages and disadvantages of existing solutions and how these can be applied
to their own ideas.

“I liked it because it was pretty [visually] organized. You can see different rows and columns. The
information was all very concise, which I like. You can see the different bullet points so that you can get
the critical information very easily, and then just compare the information with each other ” —P5

5.3.4 Jamplate Limitations. The current status of Jamplate only supports building on preset templates. P8 brought
up that they would like to adjust the template so the interaction can be more customized rather than restricting to
only five question exchanges in the 5Ys template. P4 and P7 all suggested that there might be an indefinite number of
answers, and the template should be more flexible rather than honing in on a singular, fixed number of answers. The
information presented in Jamplate plugin for CA template sometimes were expressed to be repetitive, and users desired
more unique information and tailored summary on how to leverage that information.
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6 DISCUSSION AND FUTUREWORK

Jamplate is an LLM-empowered FigJam plugin aimed at enhancing design templates on collaborative digital whiteboards.
Jamplate utilizes the internal structure of the design templates as cognitive and contextual scaffolds to help template
designers prompt LLMs, designate presentations of LLM responses, and enable template users to grasp the content and
build on LLM responses more easily. Based on our study results, we discuss the potential of LLM-empowered dynamic
templates in the following several directions.

6.1 Scaffolding Interactions with LLMs to Instigate Reflection

Reflection is critical in the creative process, especially for iterating on a design [4, 5, 23, 56]. We designed Jamplate to
provide better scaffolding around interactions with LLMs. Information is laid out spatially, and users can click to see
reflective questions in order to to interrogate each piece of information. Jamplate intentionally structures the workflow
to prevent users from requesting information on all template components at one time, only allowing the user to proceed
step by step. In this way, it nudges users to think independently, be explicit about their intentions, and articulate the
current status of their thoughts.

Jamplate embeds a variety of reflection opportunities that can be invoked in a number of ways, supporting users
to reflect on their own inputs, as well as the LLM responses. For example, Jamplate asks reflective questions after
summarizing what users have described as a problem when the intention is finding out the root cause for the user.
Jamplate also provokes further reflection through creating questions on how to apply specific content to users’ own
work, encouraging users to mark how they processed the information, and showcasing several examples on how to
instigate reflection through the interactions with LLMs. We envision many other directions worth exploring in this
large design space. Future work may consider designing for reflection based on the type of content (users’ own ideas
versus LLM responses), the timing and granularity (immediate review of information versus a delayed but more meta
review of the creative process), to name but two.

6.2 Adapting to Diverse Templates and Workflows

Jamplate has three main features—(1) precise prompting based on the internal information structure of the template,
(2) presenting information integrated within the spatial organization and visual representation of the template, and
(3) embedding hints to encourage reflection throughout the ideation process. Our initial insights suggest that these
patterns can be useful for a wide range of templates and workflow. Previous work has attempted to automatically gain
insights from the spatial arrangement of information [32, 46, 60]. Besides spatial arrangement, users can manipulate
many more parameters in digital whiteboards, such as the components’ order, shape, color, typeface, etc. Future work
might look to capture the information hierarchy from a static template and map it to a potential set of interactive
components systematically to implement precise prompting, information presentation, corresponding reflection cues
with a diverse set of templates, or workflows. However, careful design may be needed to customize the integration
for each template. Key challenges include understanding enough of the work context in order to compose useful LLM
prompts, and mapping out where particular information should be laid out spatially. The designer should carefully
consider which aspects are best facilitated by LLMs to best encourage reflection and boost productivity.
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6.3 Exploring Different Modalities and Representations

We have demonstrated Jamplate focused on text-based interactions for a single individual working within a design
template. However, we see potential to further explore additional modalities such as audio or imagery [41], which
will likely be part of future GPTs, like Gemini [64]. Further flexibility in modalities would be especially interesting to
explore in the context of collaborations across synchronous and asynchronous teams.

Jamplate currently focuses on text-based input, as it is the most common way that designers communicate infor-
mation asynchronously. However, we could also imagine instances, such as workshops, where a team of designers
could collaborate verbally on digital whiteboard. Previous studies have extended the effort of transcribing designers’
conversations and show relevant information on a physical screen [66]. With the uprising of remote meetings and
improving the accuracy of speech-to-text technologies, there have also been an increase in tools for capturing meeting
conversations [7], which currently focus on summarizing text. We see a potential to output artifacts with richer structure
and media, such as templates for cognitive exercises and group activities on a collaborative digital canvas. Expanding
beyond templates, we see opportunities to explore further structures like moodboards, storyboards, prototypes, etc.
which can embed rich media of modalities ranging from voice to images, videos, hyperlinks, etc.

6.4 Evaluating the Efficacy of Jamplate Compared to Alternatives

Existing digital canvas platforms like FigJam and Miro are actively working on their own versions of embedded AI
assistance [22, 51]. Their tools offer functionalities like synthesizing, brainstorming, and expanding on sticky notes.
However, a common limitation of several features is that they do not combine the existing features of digital artifacts
beyond text content on the online canvas. Thus, this makes them not too different from separately using a static
template, with a chat-based LLM platforms on the side, and manually integrating content between platforms. An
example of simple combination is the organization of sticky notes by their higher-level topic, which has been supported
by existing AI assistance [51]. Jamplate leverages the internal information structure from the design template, which is
an abundant resources in the online design community, and enables more dynamic template interactions. We propose
that future designs of LLM applications should leverage the domain expertise of existing resources more, and overcome
the limitations of chat-based text interactions.

7 CONCLUSION

In summary, we introduced a system named Jamplate that showcases in-situ assistance in two enhanced templates–Five
Whys and Competitive Analysis–for ideators to think critically about design problems and solutions in a digital canvas
environment (FigJam). The choices of these templates and design features of Jamplate is motivated by interviews
with five design PBL university professors and a qualitative study with fifty university design students. We found the
usefulness of using ChatGPT in thinking about ideas and the need for critical thinking of LLM responses in education.
Through an exploratory study with eight users, Jamplate was reportedly favorable and effective in helping users
iterate ideas. We discussed several future study opportunities to leverage templates as cognitive scaffolds and LLMs as
generative engines to instigate reflective thinking in the creative process.
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A TEMPLATE STRUCTURE INTEGRATION SAMPLE CODE

We demonstrate the template structure integration for the 5Ys template in the following code.

1 def init_5Ys ():

2 # read json file from local

3 with open('static/figjam_templates /5Ys.json') as f:

4 data = json.load(f)

5 print(data)

6 section = data['document ']['children '][0][ 'children '][0]

7 init_x = section['absoluteBoundingBox ']['x']

8 init_y = section['absoluteBoundingBox ']['y']

9 init_w = section['absoluteBoundingBox ']['width ']

10 init_h = section['absoluteBoundingBox ']['height ']

11 transform_js = [{'type':'section ','width ':init_w ,'height ':init_h }]

12 for i in section['children ']:

13 if i['type']=='SHAPE_WITH_TEXT ':

14 new_dict = {'name': i['name'],

15 'type': i['type'],

16 'shapeType ': i['shapeType '],

17 'characters ': i['characters '],

18 'x': i['absoluteRenderBounds ']['x'] - init_x ,

19 'y': i['absoluteRenderBounds ']['y'] - init_y ,

20 'width ': i['absoluteRenderBounds ']['width '],

21 'height ': i['absoluteRenderBounds ']['height ']}
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22 if i['type']=='TEXT' or 'STICKY ':

23 new_dict = {'name': i['name'],

24 'type': i['type'],

25 'characters ': i['characters '],

26 'x': i['absoluteRenderBounds ']['x'] - init_x ,

27 'y': i['absoluteRenderBounds ']['y'] - init_y ,

28 'width ': i['absoluteRenderBounds ']['width '],

29 'height ': i['absoluteRenderBounds ']['height ']}

30 transform_js.append(new_dict)

31 return transform_js

Listing 1. Python example for extracting a 5Ys template structure

B PRECISION PROMPT ENGINEERING UNDER THE HOOD

We demonstrate the precision prompting for the CA template.

B.1 System Message to Fine Tune LLMs

We want to do a competitor analysis to determine where we stand within our market. We will want to

know the advantages, disadvantages, and potential opportunities for our business. I will input our

idea for a company or product and I want to know a few bullet points for what makes it unique, 3

advantages, and 3 disadvantages of the idea. In addition, I also want to know 3 different real

current competitors in the market as well as some information on them. For each of the 3 different

competitors, I also want to know a one sentence description of them (please include the real name

of the company), a few bullet points/values for what makes this company unique, 3 distinct

advantages,and 3 distinct disadvantages. The response you give me should be in a JSON object with

my initial idea being the first item and the 3 additional competitors being the following items.

Please use the following format: [desired format]. You can use the idea I input as the description

for the first item. Please do not provide any additional text or numbers besides the json object.

My idea is: [user input].

B.2 Request Competitors

I want to do a competitor analysis to determine where I stand within my market. I have an idea:

[user input]. Please list 3 existing similar ideas with it. I want the name and URL. Please reply

in a JSON format, for example: [desired format, for example: { "competitor1": { "name":, "url":,

"description":} }]

Here is my idea [user input]. Here are similar ideas: [previous LLM response]. Please list 3

distinct existing competitors not already listed here that share similar ideas, as well a brief,

very short one sentence description of them. Provide answers in JSON format, for example: [desired

format]

B.3 Populate Dimension

Here is my idea: [user input]. Here are 3 other similar ideas: [previous LLM respoonse]. Please
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provide me 3 distinct [comparative dimension] for each company, starting with mine. Feel free to be

brief. Provide answers in JSON format using the following template (do not use any other keys

besides "myapp", "competitor1", "competitor2", or "competitor3"): [desired format]

Here is some companies/ideas: [previous LLM response], and some unique attributes: [previous LLM

responses]. Please provide me 3 distinct advantages and 3 distinct disadvantages, not already

listed in the unique attributes. Each advantage/disadvantage should be short. Be brief. Provide

answers in JSON format using the following template: [desired format]

Here is some companies/ideas: [previous LLM response]. Please list 3 bullet points/values for

attributes that make the company unique. Please be very brief. Each point should be short. Provide

answers in JSON format using the following template: [desired format]

B.4 Request Additional Comparative Dimensions

Here is my idea: [user input]. Here are similar ideas: [previous LLM response]. The current

dimensions we are comparing the competitors across are: unique attributes, advantages,

disadvantages, [comparative dimensions]... Please provide 3 distinct additional dimensions/features

we can compare across our competitors that are not already listedn before. For each

dimension/feature, please provide a short one-sentence question that will prompt reflection on how

one might think about the feature. For example, if the new feature is "company advantages", the

question might be "what are things that provide a leg up?" Do not use that example. Please answer

in a JSON format using the following template (do not use any other keys besides the ones given):

[desired format]

B.5 Request Follow-up Information

Here is some company/idea: [previous LLM response]. Here are some unique attributes about the

company: [previous LLM response]. Here is a feature I would like to know about the competitor

[comparative dimension]. Please provide a very short description of how the competitor involves the

feature. Be brief. Respond in 1-2 SHORT sentences.

B.6 Request Contextual ReflectiveQuestions

Here is my idea: [user input]. Here are some unique points and descriptions for my idea: [hybrid of

user and LLM respoonses]. Here are some descriptions/attributes from other companies: [previous

LLM response]. Could you please describe the comparisons and contrasting between my idea and the

other company's? Keep your response within 75 words.

C USER STUDY SURVEY RESULTS
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Fig. 7. Survey results (n=8) for the preliminary Jamplate user evaluation
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